Which international relations theoretical approach best explains the evolution of the international system in the early post-Cold War period?
"There are only two forces in the world, the sword and the spirit. In the long run, the sword will always be conquered by the spirit."¹ This quotation of Napoleon Bonaparte in 1806 reflects perfectly the actual antagonism between the modern international relations theories in their perception on the global structure of the world’s organization in the post cold war period. While neorealism focuses on the eternal security dilemma (the sword) due to the anarchical nature of the inter estate system, constructivism and neoliberalism highlights the possibility of cooperation under the benevolent auspices of common institutions (the spirit), for the construction of the new international order. Yet, Napoleon had a clear idea on the hierarchy between the power of force and the strength of the mind, the pusillanimity forces the student to investigate more deeply the veracity of this assertion.

According to Hedley Bull, international order refers to a “pattern of activity that sustains the elementary or primary goals of the society of states,”² defining the society of states as an international society linked by shared values, norms and institutions.³ After the dismantling of the Soviet Union and the decline of its ideology, it is judicious to question the nature of this international society and the influence of the American hegemonic power on the international order. Moreover, the emergence of new non-state actors inside the contemporaneous international system must be evaluated to understand its transformation. As Harrison pointed out, “each of the three theoretical frameworks under assessment is useful in explaining the dynamics of great power relations during the period under
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examination.” Nevertheless, maybe one of these theories, focusing on a particular dimension of international political system, facilitates better the understanding of the actual international relations’ global context.

The first part of this essay analyzes the structure of the international system through, first of all, a systemic approach, to examine its polarity and its power distribution, and secondly, a behavioral approach, to understand the balance of power inside of the post cold war order. The second part focuses on the influence the rise of the transnational dimension can exert for the stabilization or deterioration of the international order, considering its impact on Third world state conflicts and the response of international security mechanisms. Finally, we will conclude agreeing with Napoleon’s opinion and apologize for having been doubtful of his words’ wisdom.

---

1. The evolution of the inter-national environment.

- The power structure of the international system.

After the collapse of the Warsaw Pact and the removal of the Soviet Union, the United States of America (USA) remained the unique superpower in international politics. As Wohlforth sustains,\(^5\) thanks to its economic strength, its military capabilities, its technological and geopolitical preponderance, the USA succeeded to lead on what it is commonly called a “unipolar world.” This terminology is justified and accepted because whereas only several states possess as big as economic power (Japan and Germany) and others own great military power and critical mass (Russia and China), no one, except USA, can pretend hold all dimensions of power altogether.\(^6\) However, scholars diverge on the impact of this historical moment on the international system and its evolution.

The neorealist representation of the international system put the emphasis on the permanent anarchical nature of the international politics and the rationality of states.\(^7\) Even in a unipolar world, states continue to not recognize any central enforcer above themselves which could constrain their policies by considerations of law and morality.\(^8\) Scarce resources, the desire of extending political influence or at least to protect autonomy, as well as the security dilemma, are all factors that incite States to engage in internal and external
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balancing. As Waltz, the pioneer of structural realism, conceives it, “Unbalanced power, whoever wields it, is a potential danger to others.” There is then a tendency toward equilibrium between great powers. Potential counterbalancing powers, acting individually or collectively, will quickly transform the unipolarity of the international system into multipolarity.

However, another neoclassical realist, Wohlforth, highlights the overwhelming American concentration of capabilities (and of its allies) that forces other powers to bandwagon the USA. In that perspective, Saull observed, during the 1990s, a reduction of US involvement in States that had previously been the main concern for American security, reducing its power and influence on political developments in all parts of the world.

The neoliberal approach, beside its anarchical conception of the international structure, emphasizes the possibility of cooperation. On the contrary of neorealists, institutionalists had forecast the post cold war stability of the international framework, a constancy made possible thanks to the alliances and international institutions developed previously by great powers. Supplying information, reducing incentives to cheat and cost of transaction, linking issues and providing a framework for cooperation, institutions have contributed to the peaceful transformation of the post cold war international order.
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This theory is in phase with Deudney and Ikenberry’s analysis, for which the international system is stable, due to what they call “structural liberalism, or the institutionalization of a system of consensual and reciprocal relations among participating states.”\(^{17}\) In other words, the American centered international order could perpetuate and extend its influence thanks to the cooperative and participative nature of its security institutions. Multilateral institutions facilitate efficient hegemony.\(^{18}\) For example, NATO and the Mutual Security Treaty with Japan are “co-binding” legal arrangement that condition the use of force and create interdependence between the U.S. hegemonic strength and key secondary states like France or Japan.\(^{19}\)

The constructivist approach agrees with neorealists on the fact that the distribution of power shape states behavior. However, Wendt emphasizes the role of intersubjective understandings and expectations of nation’s behavior.\(^{20}\) The institutionalized context, cooperative or conflictual, determined the mutually constitutive identities and interests of the nations.

To summarize, whereas Wendt’s approach conceives international relations on the base of a competitive security system that will put an end to unipolarity, other neorealists emphasize the interest states have found in temporarily bandwagoning the hegemonic power. In the mean time, the neoliberal approach has focused on the relative gains (rather than the absolute ones) that states can obtain cooperating through international institutions without
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taking care at the distribution of power within the system. Constructivists go further, conceptualizing logic self-transformation of the international system, towards a cooperative security system where interests can be collectively determined.\textsuperscript{21}

- The relation of conflict and cooperation inside of the system.

For realists, the expansion of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) scope can “jeopardize the fragile consensus which has evolved since the ending of the Cold War.”\textsuperscript{22} Then, multilateral intervention has to be undertaken only as a last resort, to lessen the public opinion pressure in front of huge human rights violations or protect national interests at stake abroad.\textsuperscript{23} The United States unilateral actions favor the maintaining of unipolarity, as asserted and followed it the Bush Doctrine.\textsuperscript{24} For example, the Afghanistan intervention was perpetrated outside the multilateral framework, through a “coalition of the willing.”\textsuperscript{25}

Some Neorealists argue that, in the absence of a Soviet threat, there is much less need for American allies to remain tied to security guarantees and they develop independence in the pursuit of their foreign policy objectives.\textsuperscript{26} For example, Germany, as other great powers, has “fairly consistently maintained its freedom of maneuver” in the crises in the former Yugoslavia and the Gulf War.\textsuperscript{27} Germany has been a leading actor for a diverse defense
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integration program, such as the creation of EuropaCorps or the function of a High Representative for Foreign Policy in the European Union. Neorealists interpret it as the arrival of a “multipolar international structure in which America and its key European allies pursue conflicting objectives.”

Economic difficulties and local rivalries can drive American partners, such as Japan, to increase their relative influence abroad and get more involved in regional arm dynamic. For example, Japan’s struggle with China over the Senkaku Islands and with Russia over the Kurile Islands has been intensified during the 1990s. On the contrary, China has extended and perfected its military arsenal during the 1990s and pursued a foreign policy in phase with its rising economic power. In fact, since 1992, China has “re-established full diplomatic relations with North Korea, viewing it as a significant buffer between itself and South Korea and implicitly the US.” Then, China operates a “strong local counterbalancing” and an increased autonomy from the United States. In that perspective, the Chinese abstention of the use of its veto, in reference to the UNSC Resolution 678 for the use of force against Iraq in 1991, is not a tacit acceptance of the American supremacy, of the Bush “new world order”. It is a way to put an end at its isolation due to conflict with USA on human rights, following the Tiananmen events. In 1995, “China also cooperated to exerting pressure on
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North Korea over the issue of nuclear proliferation” in order to improve its sphere of influence.34

However, it is difficult to find confirmation of military balancing by great powers against the USA during the decade after the end of the cold war.35 States are reluctant to invest in economic or political costs to counter USA; even China and Russia prefer integration into the American dominated international order “than try to weaken or undermine that order.”36 They even accepted direct interference by the US in an area they both consider their sphere of influence.37 Then, everything leads to the belief that Waltz’ predictions have been erroneous, structural realism have difficulties to explain the actual international system.

For neoclassical realists, such as Schweller,38 the polarity of the international system is not relevant, the behavior of great powers being determined by regional subsystems, such as NAFTA, MERCOSUR, ASEAN or the EU, which determine the properties, of the larger global system. The norms of this periphery structure can differ from the ones sustained by polarity, such as in Middle East, however “enough great powers approximate to membership of a liberal pacific union to push the system as a whole beyond criticality.”39

In a liberal perspective, the 1990s represent the advent of a rising U-S sponsored liberal democratic order, “the emergence of a nascent security community based on shared
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interests and values,”40 extending its influence especially into former Soviet Union States in Asia and East Europe.41 International Institutions have been structurally adjusted (like the World Trade Organizations in 1995 or the World Bank) to a more interconnected, globalized world42.

As a result, states do not always exercise a liberal foreign policy, but behave within a liberal order, being deeply reliant on the benefits and consequences of interdependence. For example, Chinese foreign policy interprets external events as being or not an internal threat to the government’s security and legitimacy and act in consequence43. Cooperation has been then often used by great powers when convenient.

Over the 1990s, Germany continued to display very strong and continuous support for NATO, as it provides a firm security guarantee, as well as a stabilizing effect on German eastern borders thanks to its expansion to Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary44. The German reluctance to engage into individual military commitments abroad, its participation in the global international economic system, symbolizes the great powers’ general acceptance of the U.S leading liberal regime and institutions. Another example is the approval by the UNSC of the Iraq and North Korea’s nuclear programs as a threat to international peace and security, which signals “a growing readiness by the international community to strengthen non-proliferation norms”45.
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For the constructivists, as we have seen, the critical systemic determinant of state behavior is the cultural rather than the material structure of the international system. For instance, for Wendt, after four decades of existence, the European institutions have created a European Identity that modifies European States’ identity and interests. Then in the same perception, the international institutions and the collapse of the Soviet Union should accentuate the cultural homogeneity of the international society and its commitment into collective security. The Gulf war is being considered by strong liberals (or constructivists) as a classic example of collective security: “an act of inter-state aggression, a clear violation of the common norms of international society,” a response by collective means. Successful collective security operations, like in East Timor (1999), Liberia (2003) or Sierra Leone (2000) are, in the constructivist view, a path for transforming positively the actual interdependence into an internalization by States of shared norms and values.

Yet, there is a plethora of counterexamples of states’ insensitivity, notably from the USA. While in the first half of the decade “international ambitions has to be trimmed to fit US domestic political realities” (the Congress opposition to multilateralism, especially after the failed UNOSOM II peace enforcement operation), only the second half was marked by a cautious but real commitment into collective security. Nevertheless, the Bush Administration
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rejected the International Criminal Court, the Kyoto Protocol, and the Anti Ballistic Missile treaty.\textsuperscript{51}

To summarize, in a realist point of view, the behavior of the great powers has been challenging the new world order during all the 1990s. For some neorealists and neoliberals, a cooperative conduct has been observed within many states when it corresponded to their interests. For constructivists, the increasing use of collective security mechanisms reveals a shift in the contemporaneous institutions, making abstraction of free-rider behaviors.

2. The impact of trans-national transformation in the perception of the international system.

- A systemic approach of the transnational dimension.

With today approximately sixty thousand major transnational companies (TNCs), ten thousand single-country non-governmental organizations (NGOs), two hundred and fifty intergovernmental organizations (IGOs) and five thousand eight hundred international non-governmental organizations (INGOs),\textsuperscript{52} global politics has evolved a lot since the end of the cold war. The competence of ONGs and IGOs is even recognized by the UN Charter (Article 71),\textsuperscript{53} as the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC) can consult them for specific matters. Scientists, the Red Cross, religious groups and other NGOs are implicated in arms control
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negotiations or in the management of civil wars. However, the perception of these actors is heterogeneous.

For neorealists, non-state actors remain of secondary importance and do not influence the international system. Neorealists marginalized the role of these new transnational actors to resolving issues, reminding that states are the only sovereign entities of international politics. Besides the increasing globalization process and the technological revolution, international governance will continue to rely on individual states because, for guaranteeing stability, the international system needs coercive means and states still keep the monopoly of the use of violence.54 Moreover, identity is defined by states and this identity gives a feeling of security to people.55 “Sovereign states are the main providers of the basic social values of security, freedom, order, justice, and welfare.”56 It is forgetting that for many citizens it is their own state that is the principal source of food or environment insecurity, or insecurity tout court.57 For critical scholars, realists “failed to hear the voices of excluded peoples and perspectives” 58 and do not understand the consequences of domestic socio-economic, cultural and political –ideological changes.59

The neorealist Samuel Huntington understands the former Yugoslavian clash as an inter-civilization conflict. For him, during the post cold war era, states continue to be the main actors of the international system, but are trapped into a self-help system based on
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transnational values system, opposing identities based on competing civilizations.\textsuperscript{60} In this approach, Huntington separates the developments within the West from the other “civilizations”, for instance the ones in Islamic societies, without linking the reactionary Islamist political movements to the American foreign policy during the Cold War\textsuperscript{61}.

The neoliberal trend generally identifies states as remaining the central players in international affairs, and considering transnational relations as a second basic component of the liberal hegemonic structure.\textsuperscript{62} For some scholars, such as Deudney and Ikenberry, the whole of transnational relations is positive. “Economic growth leading to transnational economic linkages can enhance regional security”, as testified by the ASEAN’s regional security and economic success\textsuperscript{63}. Moreover, transnational relations enable the diminution of the use of coercion by the hegemonic state, shaping the preferences of subordinated powers and giving them effective representation.\textsuperscript{64} It creates then a consensus-building mechanism, a kind of “soft power,”\textsuperscript{65} favoring transparency, reciprocity, dialogue and common interests within the international system, creating legitimacy and stability to the international order.

Nevertheless, a growing number of scholars suggest that “the globalization of world markets, the rise of transnational networks and nongovernmental organizations, and the rapid spread of global communications technology are undermining the power of states and
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shifting attention away from military security toward economics and social welfare. They invoke the greater systemic complexity of networks and its interdependence as generating unanticipated events uncontrollable by states, such as the actual financial crisis. According to Susan Strange, states have lost control and then authority on their territory, because of the changing nature of the competition between states. In the same viewpoint, Willet underlines the weakening of state sovereignty, due to the rise of transnational companies that create unpredictable financial flows, trade triangulation, regulatory arbitrage and extraterritoriality. States are not competing anymore for territories or wealth-creating resources, but for market shares in the global economy. Then, industrial and trade policy are becoming more important than defense and foreign policy, and commercial allies become more crucial than military ones. Therefore, states remain influential in the global system, but have to share their authority in a “neomedieval fashion,” with transnational companies and organizations, NGOs or international institutions that are part of the global international system.

Some constructivists go further, perceiving through the rise of globalization the emergence of a world society, “which take individuals, non-state organizations and ultimately global population as the focus of global societal identities and arrangements”. In sum, Marshall
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Mac Luhan’s “global village”, creating new identities and belongings, in opposition to the Bull’s “international society” (a total opposition in regard to the belongings, as Bull stresses the notion of state sovereignty; a partial opposition for identities, as multiple identities can overlap). However, the contemporary international society remains strong, as demonstrates it for example the maintenance of Somalia’s external sovereignty, besides its very weak internal sovereignty.

To sum up, the ultimate globalization, and in particular the increase of transnational actors, have truly modified the role and competence of states and consequently the structure of the international system. However, besides the more interrelated societies, states remain the guardians of international order. It seems that the debate is based on the notion of power. If power is understood only in military terms, then of course states are generally dominant. Nevertheless, if the notion of power encloses status ownership, information, and communication abilities, then transnational organizations are able to mobilize support and are influential within the international system. Yet, as it will be examined now, transnational movement can reveal another nature.

- The new threats to the international system and its collective response.

The Marxists explanations of the post-cold war international system’s transformations bring a new light to the debate. The end of the cold war, marked by the decline of extreme left ideology, has defeated and fragmented the left political side in numerous Western societies. Therefore, there has been a “crisis of cultural identity, political representation and socio-
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economic welfare triggered by neoliberal globalization” 74. These contradictions, tangible within states, within the globalised capitalist social relations and the hierarchy of the geopolitical order, have, to some extent, “extended the bourgeois interest of the American capitalist class” 75. The very conservative ideology of this upper class has created reactionary forms of “anti-imperialism”, especially in the Islamic World where they have become the main political force of opposition and resistance, as can testify the 09/11 terrorist attacks. 76

In fact, for many scholars, most of the conflicts that emerge after the end of the cold war are different. Traditional inter-estates conflicts continue to exist, but there is an “upsurge of intra-state conflicts.” 77 The end of the cold war has also been the end of external sources of legitimation and funding for third world civil wars, which must look for other sources of financing. 78 The global context provides new possibilities of sustainment, through “remittances, diaspora fund raising, external governmental assistance and the diversion of international humanitarian aid.” 79 Moreover, as Mary Kaldor highlights, the new political economy of war encompasses globalized arms markets, the use of transnational ethnicities and internationalized western-global interventions. 80 All these new facilities have affected the longevity and the internal logic of civil wars, heightening the political, ideological or ethnical divisions within the weak states. 81 Many scholars sustain that this weakness of states is increased by globalization through deregulation, privatization and the reduction in
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states benefits. Moreover, “incentives and opportunities to participate in the global illicit economy are increased” and improve the interest for armed groups to maintain the state of war.\textsuperscript{82}

For realists, the expanded forms of transnational criminality do no challenge their state centric theory. In fact, these violent factions are generally nationalist groups that aim to govern a particular area. Moreover, the guerillas, drugs barons or alienated minorities do not have a legitimated power and remain excluded from international transactions.\textsuperscript{83} However, the progress in mass communication renders more difficult the control on transnational moves of people, money and weapons. Transnational legitimacy and support for criminal political groups are difficultly understandable with a static interstate system vision, and difficult to stop, as proved by the perpetuation of the Afghanistan war.

At the contrary, the collective answer to this frightening phenomenon has been substantial. Most organizations, the UN Security Council, the IMF, and UNHCR accumulated new tasks, mandates and functions.\textsuperscript{84} In particular for the UNSC, the notion of “threats to international peace and security” has been expanded and now includes aspects of individual security.\textsuperscript{85}

Even if each resolution of the UNSC is taken underlining the unique character of the context (in order to not create a precedent), there has been in most cases a consensus to undertaking humanitarian interventions. In 1993, in Haiti, the UNSC imposed a mandatory oil and arms embargo to deal because of the transnational movement of refugees that has
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been considered a threat to security. In Rwanda, the UNSC determined that the “magnitude of the humanitarian crisis in Rwanda constituted a threat to peace and security in the region”\textsuperscript{86}. Nevertheless, it is ambiguous to perceive how much non-liberal democracies, such as China, sustain joint intervention and share the same understanding on threat to international peace.

To sum up, International organizations have more authority than ever before, to face new threats increased by all the aspects of globalization and transnational movements. The state centered approach seems weak to understand and respond to the complexity of the “new wars”.

**Conclusions**

To conclude, the main observation of this essay has been the inappropriateness of the neorealist approach. Neorealists are disappointing, as their static inter-state system is unsuitable to understand the rise of complex interdependences that characterize the post-cold war period. Of course, states remain the main actors of the international system and politicians continue to aim at the defence of national interests. But transnational actors and international institutions have definitely modified the management of international politics and influence the evolution of the international system. However, it is true that, as it has been underlined, the security dynamics at the international stage are still mediated through rational state administrations, the only legal and legitimated structures that possess coercive means and are able to respond to the actual threats.
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The neoliberal view is much more up-to-date and able to understand and face the post-cold war reality. Its commitment to co-binding institutions and collective mechanisms in order to hold back the development and the consequences of new intra-state conflicts are significant, and show that it is possible to moderate anarchy without producing hierarchy. Moreover, the vision of the international system, divided into interconnected regional international regimes, coupled with a “neomedieval vision” of social and economical patterns, seems quite convincing.

The constructivist approach enables us to understand the complexity of overlapping political dimensions and the creation of new identities that go beyond state boundaries. It also provides a new understanding in the construction of the international society, which is to say in the production of shared values and norms. Nevertheless, it lacks substantial analysis on the means to respond to these new threats in the present context.

In my opinion, the constructivist approach will tend to be the most useful theory to understand the post cold war era. As the globalization influence is relative to the place it reaches, a more relative theory, as the constructivist one, is more able to understand the factors of conflicts and help to remedy them. In fact, the constructivist approach provides a crucial openness to understand visions of the international system different from the mainstream. Its empathic analytical method enables us to include the ethical and cultural dimensions and the complexity of human beings’ identities and ideas. Pure logic is the ruin of the spirit.  
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